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:

You have Ketu in the first house, Mars in the third house, Sun, Mercury and Saturn in the
fourth house, Venus in the fifth house, Jupiter and Rahu in the seventh house and moon in
the tenth house.

Ketu in the fiÉh house:
The native having Ketu in first house would reach good heights in the professional arena and
would attain good affluence but he/she would require to work very hard and would need to
put much endeavor as there would be much impediments in the path throughout the life of
the native. The native in first house would receive groMh but his/her life would lack the
presence of peace as he/she would be compelled to distress. These natives would confront
much perspiration.
Mars in the third house:
The natives of this placement of Mars in 3rd house would posses a vigorous composure of
mine for which they would carry immense courage for risks in life while on the other part,
they are quiet hasty also in their approach and are much restless & impatient in their attitude.
They are much straight to words which could be harsh at times and could take them into
arguments many a times. These natives could be found in hurry allthe time and specially
while driving. The ever enjoying attitude of the person could also be a problem.
Sun, Mercury and Saturn in the fourth house:
The natives of this placement of Sun in 4th house would be more involved in family matters
for being truly devoted towards them besides which they are the honest followers and
carriers of their cultural beliefs and perceptions. These natives always perceive towards the
future for which they wants their closed ones and themselves to stay at the safer side and for
the same reasons they could behave similarly defensive at work place as well but they
should avoid it. These people of having Sun in 4th house believes in continuous growth and
betterment and so on their lives keeps improving with time along with the development of
their own core while their early days could be quiet struggling besides which, they will always
respect their family roots and carry pride for their culture even at the peak of their success.
These natives of Surya in fourth bhava will lead a satisfactory and peaceful life wíth true
stability of mind even in difficult days because of immense calmness inside them.
The natives of this placement of Budh in 4th house are believed to carry their family tradition
and values throughout their lives for being deep believers of them. These native remain firm
on the value system despite of obstacles and hurdles. These people would like to stay at
home but Mercury would bring them a life holding much traveling for them due to variant
reasons but whenever they would get the chance, they will keep a vivacious and enjoying
environment at home. The native having Mercury in fourth house will have a peaceful and
blissful enclosure at home. These people takes time to adapt to changing environments.
The natives of this placement of Satum in 4th house would be very much devoted towards
their home and family for whom they would try to bring most of comforts at home while on the
other part, they would be the dominating presence in the family, who will maintain the
discipline as well as the security at home. ln true words, these natives having Shani in fourth
bhava would be burdened with variant family responsibilities which could become difficult for
them at times. ïhe natives of this placement of Saturn in 4th house are truly inclined towards
their loved ones as they will take care of them with their best of efforts because they see to it
as a responsibility besides which somewhere they feel the absence of same care in their life
which they wish to give others.

Venus in firfth house:
These people having Venus in 5th house would are perceived to be truly charming since
their birth for which they are very attraclive personalities and get easily attrac{ed towards
others. This makes them very easy and free with their hearts and so on they could be quiet
flirty & playful. in their attitude while on the other part, they are truly romantic for which they
will be true and devoted lovers when they would get their soul mates once. ïhey are loyal in
their closed relationships. Apart from this, the natives having Venus in Sth house are truly
creative and artistic from birth and could also make their careers in the same arena. These
natives are quiet inclined towards worldly pleasures and are some what materialistic for
which they could be seen enjoying all the worldly delights.

Jupiter and Rahu in seventh house:
The natives of this placement having Jupiter in 7th house would carry a very friendly and
flexible attitude besides which they carry a wiser approach towards life and are truly
humanitarian from the core for which these people are believed to hold many strong relations
around. These people having Guru in seventh house would be liked by many around and
would keep people bind to them for long. They are efficient enough to keep the relations alive
till the very end as they take care of them like a jewel or treasury.
The natives of this placement of Rahu ín 7th house would be dominating upon many around
but they would possess very few strong bonds besides which there will be many people
standing around them but most of them won't be trust worthy besides which these natives
also won't be completely loyal in relationships. They would confront much obstacles in
developing relationships and could have many some enemies around but they would emerge
safe even though. These people having Rahu in seventh house would face some difficulties
in getting manied and would also have some hurdles in the conjugal path besides this, it
would not be good for these natives to get married before 21yrs of age. The natives would
possess positive relations with the government and strong bonds with people of authority
which will be beneficial for you while those weaker than you would keep a relation for their
own self interests.

Moon in tenth house:
The natives of this placement Moon in 10th house would carry a blend of emotions even in
their vision towards career path as their professional decisions would be somewhat
influenced with their sentimental preferences while on the other hand, they keep on trying to
protect their vulnerable core. They are emotionally craved towards success and
achievements which would take them towards heights but it's a diÍficulty as well. Their
immense emotional side could be a problem in their professional path.The natives of this
placement are very much sincere towards their goals as they want to do something
appreciable in life and something that would satisfy their family as it gives them immense
happiness to come up to others expectations and as well as of themselves while not being
able to reach them would be a reason for their distress.
Predictions for the future:
From November 1 3 th 2014 until July 13 th 2017 you are in the Jupiter-Venus Dasha.

The planet Venus or Shukra is perceived to be one of the benefic planets which brings most
of the positive etfects to the person while it could also appear as adverse at some places.
Here the combination of Jupiter and Venus would most of goodness to the person but as it
lacks the strength due to both of them being soft planets, it would bring some difficulties as
well,
The person in Jupiter-Venus dasha or Bhuktiwould attain good intellect and understanding
which would take him/her towards the heights of acknowledgement and respect along with

authority. The person would acquire good wealth in this period and would enjoy high and
luxurious comforts. On the other part, the person would pursue much religious pursuits and
would get inclined towards social services in Guru-Shukra bhukti.
The negative effects of this combination of Jupiter-Venus dasha or bhukti would lead towards
increasing enmity around and distances in closed relations besides which the native would
get involved in bad and immoral pursuits and habits. There could be Gastric aliments,
unreasonable conflicts and lack of peace to the person. Altogether, there would be many
reasons for mental distress but the happiness would play the major role in the antardasha of
Venus in the mahadasha of Jupiter.

